SO MUCH MORE THAN JUST DOORS
ALL GLASS ENTRANCE SYSTEMS

From open entryways that let in every bit of light, to simple doors that pivot, swing or slide. Hardware from minimal, modernist pulls to elaborate notching and cutouts. A simple sidelite, single sheet door, or a completely customized, totally tricked-out, fully assembled, with-hardware-installed entryway. GGI has the products, equipment and experience to help you create entrance systems that are secure, effective, easy to install, inspiring and completely welcoming.

APPLICATIONS

COMMERCIAL ENTRYWAYS

EXTERIOR INTERIOR

RESIDENTIAL STOREFRONTS

VESTIBULES

DOORS & HARDWARE

CLOSERS

DEADBOLTS

DIGITALLY PRINTED MAGNETIC LOCKS

PANICS

POWDER COATED SIDELITES

SLIDING STACKED SWINGING

1 Wisconsin Avenue Office Building, Bethesda, MD

Clear, tempered 3/4” glass with ladder pull handles, installed by Icon Exterior Building Solutions, offers a clean aesthetic for corporate interior designs.

2 GGI Headquarters Secaucus, NJ

Digitally printed white fade provides privacy while still allowing natural light to flow through the office.

3 “Can Do” attitude, skilled technicians and attention to every detail ensure each entrance system is perfect.

4 The latest technology and automated finishing lines offer precision fabrication and exceptional quality. Entry systems are delivered with hardware installed to save contractors time and money.
GGI offers an extensive line of glass products and finishing capabilities from picture frame and museum glass to specialty glazing solutions, shower doors to architectural components, CNC machining to digitally printed curtain walls. Five generations of family ownership, extensive capital investments, and a can-do attitude to logistical and creative challenges have earned GGI the trust of the most prominent, creative, and inspiring glazing contractors, interior and environmental designers, and architectural firms in the country.